
We support the amendments made by GTC, seeking to add clarity to the iGT050A Ancillary 

Document. Upon review however, we do believe that parties my benefit from further clarity. 

ESP believes that further clarification may help parties design and implement their own 

system build. Below are a list of queries that ESP wish to raise in relation to the document. 

ESP has already received clarification from GTC offline for a number of the questions below, 

however we are concerned that parties may be designing a system based on a number of 

assumptions, rather than clear guidance from within the Ancillary Document. We would 

prefer to see any necessary clarification added to the Ancillary Document. 

Please see ESP’s queries below. 

 

General Queries 

1. What should our an automated system do if it receives an Asset Update Notification File 

without an accompanying MAM ID Notification File? A) accept ANUF, leaving the 

MAM ID blank, B) reject AUNF? C) reject ANUF and request both files are sent together 

D) reject ANUF and hold pending receipt of MINF?  

 

If (A), with a blank ID, how would a proposing shipper/supplier know which MAM it is 

contracted with and therefore who to pay for the metering service at their supply point? 

 

If (D), how long should a party be expected to hold the ANUF before rejecting? 

 

 

2. Sending files in pairs of attachments on an email means that the order of processing 

cannot be guaranteed, i.e. User might attach the MAM ID file before the Update 

Notification – in which case, a system would reject the MAM ID Update. 

 

3. Are the files hierarchical or flat files?  

  

4. It appears that the response files simply have an acceptance or rejection code appended to 

the original file - but if this is the case the Role Code field (A0126) will no longer reflect 

the role of the sending party. 

  

Asset Update Format 

  

5. A0068            Registration Body 

What are the allowable values? 



  

6. A0177            Record ID 

This field appears several times in the record with different comments: TRANS, MTPNT, 

ASSET, METER, READG, REGST - why must the record identifier be repeated if there 

is only one record per file? 

  

7. A0109            ProductID 

What is this field for? Is it mandatory or optional? 

  

MAM ID Update Format 

  

8. A0144            Transaction Type Code 

Is there a complete list of allowable values for this field? 

  

9. A0177            Record ID 

This field appears several times in the record with different comments: TRANS, MTPNT, 

ASSET, METER, READG, REGST - why must the record identifier be repeated if there 

is only one record per file? 

  

10. A0167            Transaction Type Reason Code 

This field is has a length of 2, what are the allowable values? The example given would 

be rejected. 

  

11. A082              Effective to Date 

This would allow Suppliers to de-appoint iGT MAMs the day before they become the 

registered shipper. For example, the incoming shipper acquires the supply point on D. 

They arrange to replace the iGT meter on D and send the iGT a MAM ID Update 

Notification, setting the iGT’s MAM ETD as D-1. The iGT invoices the shipper for an 

early replacement charge – the shipper refuses to pay on the grounds that they were not 

the registered shipper. This may be an un-intended consequence but could have serious 

implications for iGTs. 

 


